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Abstract—There has been a considerable effort to help robots
learn new tasks from humans. While this effort has led to very
promising results, it typically assumes the human partner to
be an expert in the task. This social dynamic is a knowledge
asymmetry in that some action policy or set of goals is being
communicated through an environmental demonstration or using
linguistic structure to impart the plan of action to the robot.
However, more recent work in human-robot interaction has also
been investigating the opposite dynamic: the robot understands a
policy or teaching curriculum enough to impart this information
back to a child or adult who is unfamiliar with the given task.
Current psychological models of communication typically focus
on understanding how this dynamic is relaxed over time to create
a more peer-to-peer centered interaction, or in other words, one
in which both partners are equally capable. However, there are
still significant questions surrounding how this dynamic evolves
over time.
Our focus in this paper is to better understand how humans
and robots communicate through nonverbal cues. Gesture is a
particularly important part of nonverbal communication that
is highly structured and utilizes symbolic motions that can
communicate ideas through imagery or spatial referencing.
In this paper, we present the idea of using gesture to communicate plans and discuss our early work in translating a
navigational path plans to a gesture sequence. We argue that these
path plans could one day be interpretable enough for humans to
understand and utilize toward achieving their goals.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Communication is a key way in which agents coordinate
their actions in collaborative teaming. We define collaboration
in a similar way as Bratman’s notion [2] in which two or more
agents are committed to sharing in the success of a particular
activity or task. We define agents as embodied (i.e. not a
point mass) and articulated (i.e. has kinematic structure) or as
humans with fundamentally different cognitive and kinematic
abilities as the synthetic intelligent agent. Finally, we are interested in scoping communication to nonverbal communication.
Our position is that gesture, a subset of nonverbal communication, could be an avenue of study in which synthesized gesture
may have the ability to communicate plans of action through
complex arm based movements of its kinematic structure.
Psychological literature can be a primary source for understanding how simple facial and body movements can
communicate plans or beliefs between agents in particular
emotional or cognitive states. And while we tend to view
facial movements and expressions as emotional in nature,
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Fig. 1: Our aim is to synthesize gesture sequences to test
how well it communicates plans of action. We collect motion
captured data for retargeting onto the robot’s kinematics. In
this paper, we present learning a mapping between path and
the gesture phases to communicate with.

we tend to view gesture more cognitively, leveraging more
emblematic and mentalistic imagery through arm and hand
movements. Goldin-Meadow summarizes recent findings that
gesture may be linked to an internal mental imagery that we
are communicating [15, 3, 12, 22]. The use of gesture has been
shown through multiple experiments to have positive outcomes
in the particular context of teaching. We limit teaching to the
expression of a new task from an agent with knowledge of
the task, to an agent that does not yet understand the task.
Gesture in this way communicates ideas that are different from
the verbal instruction provided in the same communicatory act
[15]. We partially adopt this view of gesture in that task must
drive gesture in our formulation but unlike other work [19],
we focus on verbally denied agents who must communicate
plans through gesture itself. This has applications in situations
in which robots are audio denied, such as loud factory floors
or quiet libraries. This task is particularly hard for current
artificial intelligence approaches given that 1) no dataset exists
that grounds gesture to a particular task (i.e. motion captured
gesture datasets do not include task context) and that 2)
the gesture lexicon used must be contextually relevant to
the task itself. However, explicit gesture taxonomies are still
forthcoming and an active area of research and may one day
be useful enough to leverage during synthesis.
Using these psychological findings, we take the stance

that one particular avenue to address belief coordination in
cooperative activity is to understand how nonverbal gesture can
communicate a simple plan of action. Most gesture systems
in development today require that speech utterance is known
apriori so that gesture is synthesized as co-speech. In our case,
we begin by focusing on the microplanning for the surface
realization of these nonverbal utterances.
In this and future work, we would like to focus on
communicating navigational directions from one location to
another, presumably on a map learned from some variant
of a simultaneous localization and mapping algorithm. Given
this map, a current location, and a goal location queried, we
synthesize a navigation path and treat the problem of gestural
planning as a language translation problem to synthesize a
sequence of gestures toward communicating the navigational
path as a gestural plan. This differs significantly from past
work that treats gestures as being modeled as dependent on
the distributions of linguistic utterances.
II. R ELATED EVIDENCE
We take inspiration from previous work in gesture modeling
in human-robot interaction, and character animation. Psychological research in understanding the role of gesture in speech
production is still very active but has only received attention
for embodied agents like virtual characters or robots within the
last couple of decades. However, gestures within the context of
navigational instruction is still limited to a very small subset
of relevant literature. We will describe recent understanding of
gesture’s role in communication, followed by a short survey of
gesture synthesis for conversational agents and conclude with
a short survey of the most relevant work.
McNeill [20] and Kendon [18] provide comprehensive understanding of gestural use. In particular, they note that gesture
is not just a movement of the arm but has functional use within
communication. Building a cohesive taxonomy for gesture is
still an ongoing challenge [4, Chapter 28]. Nonetheless, we
take inspiration from Neff [21] and choose to use Kendon’s
simplified focus on gesticulation and grammatical structure.
Neff notes that gesture can be sequenced using gestural phases.
One gestural utterance can be made up of multiple phases
that have grammatical structure. Each gestural phrase can
include subcategories of gesture phases. Some examples of
these phases include the preparation of the hand, the recovery
of the hand to a rest position, a hold (or a pause in movement),
beats, emblems, strokes, and many more classifications of
gesture’s phasic structure. In our modeling of gesture, we
make extensive use of modeling and synthesizing the gesture
into these same phases which we can use to plan new gesture
utterances that can inform users about various decisions. While
there are an incredibly large number of gestures, we focus our
work just on a very small subset: preparations, strokes, and
recovery phases. We surmise that this is enough to inform
users how to arrive at their goal location.
But gesture is not limited to just modeling the phasic and
grammatical structure, they are also linked to the task structure
itself. There is a significant body of work that focuses on

the origin of gesture’s shape and movements. Cartmill et. al.
[5] argues that our gestures are linked to the internal mental
representations being communicated. More than modeling the
phasic nature of gesture, we select which phases to synthesize
based on the task plan itself. In this case, we begin by
modeling the selection of stroke elements based on the path
plan through the map while still enforcing the phasic structure
of a gestural utterance.
Early work in providing route directions using both speech
and gesture can be found in kiosk agents [6, 7, 8]. BEAT
used as input a desired speech utterance to generate nonverbal behavior such as gaze and gesture movements while
NUMACK uses a hand-crafted rule-based system to synthesize
the gesture. More recent work has focused on more data driven
approaches to generate agent behavior. Similar in approach
and more recently, Ferstl et. al. [13] extend this approach to
use audio features from speech to generate realistic gesture
phasing. Chiu and Marsella [10] also use speech to synthesize
gesture for an articulated character using conditional random
fields. It is unclear whether these previous systems would
create gestural behavior that is meaningful to communicate
navigation plans. In this way, we differ from these approaches
in that we are interested in using map and task information to
synthesize gestures without depending on the apriori need to
synthesize verbal utterances.
Within the robotics literature, Bohus et. al. [1] presents
a robot that synthesizes gesture toward providing directions.
However, these gestures were hand-crafted and they leave
to future work the problem of synthesizing these gesture
sequences. Next we will discuss our initial work towards
synthesizing a gesture sequence from directions.
III. C URRENT A PPROACH
We treat the problem of communicating navigational plans
as a language translation problem in which a set of selected
path angles are translated into a set of gesture phases to
be synthesized and smoothed into a given kinematic motion
intended to be interpreted as a sequence of gestures. In other
words, given an alphabet of quantized movement actions,
a ∈ W < d (whole numbers < d) that describe the path from
initial location to goal location. The objective is to map the
sequence of path length n: [a0 ...an ] to a sequence of gesture
phases G which we observed in Section IV-A of length m and
enumerate in Table I. Finally we begin to model the problem
by using a sequence-to-sequence model to find a mapping
between the correct path and the gesture phases. We hope to
find a generalization that simplifies the path. Frequently, the
path will include multiple ”go forward” instructions (e.g. down
a highly connected hallway) that may need to be simplified to
a single gestural stroke ”go forward”. We present initial results
in Section V and discuss how we plan to synthesize kinematic
motion from the underlying motion capture data and test the
efficacy of the communicated plan with real human interaction
partners in Section VI.

Annotation
Preparation-W
Preparation-T
Hold
Left-Stroke
Right-Stroke
Forward-Stroke
Recovery-W
Recovery-T

Description of how it was annotated
Movement of the wrist position from the waist to a stroke or to a hold
Movement of the wrist position from the upper-torso to a stroke or to a hold
Absolute hand position is fixed for more than 1 second (about 120 frames)
Absolute wrist position moves from the center line of the person to a position left of center (ego-centered)
Absolute wrist position moves from the center line of the person to a position right of center (ego-centered)
Absolute wrist position moves from the center line of the person outward from the body
Movement of the wrist from any position down to the side of the waist
Movement of the wrist from any position to a position in front of the mid torso

TABLE I: Definition of each gesture phase that was annotated. Representative symbols were chosen to represent the phase of
the executed gesture as well as the content of what is being communicated.




Fig. 2: We use floor plans as context to prime subjects
to describe how to go from one place to another on the
map. Gestures were typified using phasic and communicatory
content. Annotations encode gestures that begin and end in
rest state positions for both the left and right arm. Based on
the data, we include movements to and from the waist and the
torso. These were approximately separable by the ”beltline”.

IV. DATASET COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING
Gestures are cultural and contextual in nature. Our approach
to addressing these considerations is to capture the culturally
specific gesture in the context of providing directions and
use the dataset to synthesize a given path plan as a gestural
movement. We designed a data collection effort which captures
both the task context (i.e. the map that the gestures refer
to) as well as screening criteria that subjects have lived in
our native country (the United States) for a minimum of two
years and be older than eighteen years of age. We used a
vicon motion capture system to capture both the skeleton and
the hand data as subjects gestured navigational instruction to
a research assistant that was outside of the motion capture
volume.
To address task, we collected four floor plans from Matterport [9], a commonly used tool for assembling a large
number of floor plans for the purpose of grounding Q&A
scenarios [23]. For each map, we selected between two to
four different start and end locations. Details of these start,
stop, and source floor plans are reported in Section IV-B. Each
map was annotated with an iconized character and subjects
were asked to provide natural navigational instructions to get
the research assistant from their current location to the goal
location (e.g. a bathroom, a meeting room, etc). See Figure 3
for a small sample (four) of the fourteen maps.
Eight subjects were recruited locally from the university

campus to provide instruction. We observed six male subjects
and two female subjects. Seven subjects reported being right
handed and one reported being left handed. Upon analysis,
we found that subjects used both arms approximately equally
(µR = 26.75, σR = 11.87, µL = 24.125, σL = 9.8189)
despite reporting using right hand or left hand predominantly.
The dataset contains 407 total navigational strokes across both
arms. Of those 407 strokes, 214 represented ”go left” motions
and 193 represented ”go right” motions. During capture, there
were 12 overlaps in which both arms were simultaneously
providing a navigation stroke. We defined a ”cross-the-body”
gesture (or cross) as a stroke that crosses the torso. In other
words, using the right hand to instruct the observer to go left
or the left hand to instruct the observer to go right. Because we
will be using these strokes to synthesize instruction, having the
flexibility to use either hand to signal a left or right directive
is critical. We found only 56 crosses which represent a small
fraction (13%) of example gestures to choose from. For our
experiment, we decided to model the problem as single handed
to minimize the number of overlaps across both arms.
A. Gesture annotations
From the observed gesture, we used ELAN to segment the
motion into a set of classified phases that can be used and resequenced for the purpose of grounding strokes to paths. We
selected a number of gestural phases, documented in Table I.
These phases represent a bare-minimum vocabulary in which
we can build navigational instruction. However, we saw many
more non-navigational gestures that could be modeled (Figure
2). For each of the gesture phases, we assigned a symbol in
an alphabet. Our annotations include the following phases:
Preparation [P] from a rest state, Left stroke [L], Right stroke
[R], Forward stroke [F], and REcovery back to a rest state
[E].
During annotation, we found that preparation and recovery
would always be from or toward a small number of rest states.
We defined two different rest areas, the Waist [W] and the
Torso [T] separated by the beltline of the subjects. Of the rest
states used, 68% were waist rests and 32% were torso rests.
Because the rest states refer specifically to the preparation and
recovery phases, we refer to these movements using all four
combinations: [P W, EW, P T, ET ]. These were annotated as
being from the rest state for preparation phases and to the rest
state for recovery phases.
To specify navigation plans, we observe humans and expect
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Next, we report our initial results using a sequence to
sequence model to learn how to distribute the input directions
to gesture phases.
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Fig. 3: Four of the fourteen maps shown to participants for data
collection. For the top maps, the initial location and orientation
is constant while the goal is different. The order and content
of the gesture sequences are different in each of these maps.

0 rad

the virtual characters to sequence gesture phases to communicate the path plans utilizing the right, left, and forward
strokes. For instance, to communicate to a user to go left,
we may observe the following sequence that uses the waist
as the primary rest state: [P W, L, EW ]. Here, an arm lifts
from the waist of the robot, signals for the observer to go
left, and then recovers the arm (or drops) back to the waist.
Finally, to denote the arm in which these phases operate on,
we prepend all phases with R or L which is chosen to be egocentric. Now we can express a movement using a symbol:
RPW is a preparation on the right hand from the waist. The
full vocabulary can be found in Table I.

π
2
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Fig. 4: An example of a mapping between path and gesture
phase

B. Preprocessing the maps to generate paths
For each of the maps, we preprocess the maps by finding
a path using the starting position and orientation of the
characters, θI , lI to the goal location, lG . We do this by
building a topological road-map [16, 11] and prune the edges
using the following procedure:
• All edge pairs are enumerated, e = [l1 , l2 ] and scanned
Pd
for collisions by removing the edge if
i I((l2 −
l1 ) L(l1i,l2 ) + l1 ) ~ 1k,k < k 2 − α where L is the l2 norm,
k is the kernel size, α is a small threshold constant (about
k2
4 ), and I is a grid map of elements [0,1] of which 0 is
obstacle and 1 is freespace.
• This reduced set of free-path edges were further filtered
for redundant paths that cross each other. We did this
by finding the longest edge and removed it from 3-step
cycles across the graph. Cycles were found using a depthfirst-search in which each visited triplet is enumerated to
determine if a cycle exists (i.e. e1 = [l1 , l2 ], e2 = [l2 , l3 ],
e3 = [l3 , l1 ] is a cyclic triplet). If it exists, the largest
edge is removed.
Using this roadmap, we use A* across the connected nodes
to find a path to the goal location and generate the input path
to be communicated, a for the sequence to sequence model.
For each vertex, we compute the change in orientation when
arriving and leaving the vertex, ∆θi . We then quantize the

Fig. 5: Our simple sequence to sequence model. Attention is
computed over the input sequence and reported in Figure 4.
Without generating the resulting motion, we are interested
in the performance of a simple sequence-to-sequence model
(Figure 5). We incorporated an attention map over the input
sequence to better understand how the output gestures incorporated the input path. The model was trained using 2500
epochs, a negative log likelihood loss between the output of
the model and the observed gestures from the subjects. We
globally used 15 hidden units. The learning rate was set to
0.01 with a dropout probability of 0.1. We heldout 15% of the
participant data for 3 of 14 random maps across 20 trials.
To understand how this system performs on a holdout
set of the original dataset, we defined a novel evaluation
metric to understand whether the output gesture sequence
is approximately correct. To correct for repetition across the
output gesture phases, we segment the output sequence into
just the stroke data (the set [RF, RL, RR]) and compare just
the sequence of those segments. We report the success of this
method to be about 71.4% (µ = 0.714, σ = 0.052).
Figure 4 shows that while we generally expect some type
of mapping between a ”stroke forward” [RF] gesture to
advancing forward in the path to the goal (ai ≈ 0). Similarly,

we’d expect ”stroke left” [RL] to map to a left turn in the
path ai ≈ 2. While this mapping doesn’t always hold, we did
see the output symbol, RF map to at least one of the input
elements 0. This would indicate that if the agent is walking
past two left turns and going forward for both options, there is
a single ”go forward” gestural stroke. However, the following
subsequence in this example: [2, 1, 1, 2] would expect a left
stroke followed by a forward or left stroke, and a left stroke,
we see two left strokes without a forward. It remains unclear
whether or not this communicated instruction plan (RF, RL,
RL) would be followed by a real world user. We reserve this
evaluation for future work.
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VI. F UTURE WORK
While previous systems have focused on synthesizing a
diverse set of conversational gesture from audio features,
we present preliminary work towards synthesizing gesture
from maps directly to synthesize gestural instruction from the
robot’s current location to a goal location. Our belief is that
such a system has measurable impact on knowledge transfer
between a robot that has already learned to map the floor and
knows the route and a human partner that seeks directions.
For us to evaluate such a system, we must now synthesize
these movements on a robotic character while still keeping
the movement understandable and easy to follow.
Due to the nature of the problem, Figure 4 demonstrates
that the model may be prone to find output dependencies
on later parts of the input state. One potential update we’d
like to make is to think about this problem as convolutional
with a fixed window. We’re currently evaluating convolutional
sequence to sequence learning [14] which may allow us to fine
tune the scope of dependencies that are learned between the
path sequence and the gesture sequence. We’re also looking
at models that could learn mappings that smoothly transition
between gesture phases while still allowing interaction partners
to read and interpret the instructions. This is unfortunately also
an open problem but promising models have been developed
to construct natural motion from primitive units [17, 13].
Finally, we’d like to embody these movements on a robot
agent in a user study. While our end objective is to synthesize
instructions to reduce knowledge asymmetries, there is still
a significant effort to understand how to synthesize these
motions in ways that are interpretable and understandable to
human partners while still communicating navigation plans.
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